SLS Seeks Sustainable Communities Education Research Fellow
Summer 2020

Deadline: Monday, March 30, 5PM

The Center for Serve-Learn-Sustain (SLS) seeks to hire a graduate student to work during Summer 2020 as a Research Fellow. The position is for one semester only, but a student hired in the summer may be considered for continuation during the 2020-21 Academic Year (Fall & Spring Semesters).

Responsibilities:
Work with SLS’s Service Learning & Partnerships Specialists to:
1) Assess results and impact to date of the SLS Summer Internship Program, from Summer 2018 to present, and make recommendations for future improvement.
2) Build a new section of the SLS Teaching Toolkit specifically for partners and develop engagement tools for partners, to complement the SLCE (Service Learning and Community Engagement) tools that we already have for faculty. This part of the position will involve significant collaboration with members of our Partnership Advisory Council.

Qualifications:
• Required:
  • Social science background
  • Experience with qualitative and quantitative methods
  • Strong research and written communication skills
  • Experience working in sustainability and equity/justice (action and/or research)
• Preferred:
  • Teaching experience
  • Community engagement experience

Hours and Compensation:
• 30-40 hrs/wk from May through July
• Compensation TBD based on education and experience

How to Apply:
Deadline: Monday, March 30, 5PM
Please submit a brief email of interest, names and contact information of two references (one should be your adviser unless you are an incoming student), and your CV or resume to Rebecca Watts Hull, SLS Service Learning and Partnerships Specialist, at rwattshull@gatech.edu.

About the Center for Serve-Learn-Sustain: Serve-Learn-Sustain (SLS) is Georgia Tech’s new Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP), a key component of the Institute’s 2015 SACSCOC reaffirmation of accreditation. It engages all six colleges and units across campus to develop opportunities for students to engage in curricular and experiential learning opportunities focused on the theme, “creating sustainable communities.” More broadly, SLS works to make sustainable communities work a key focus at Tech, bringing together research, teaching, and practice. Learn More: Serve-Learn-Sustain website: http://serve-learn-sustain.gatech.edu/